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4. ThunderShirt anxiety jackets
Some pets take to the open road like champs, while others

need a little help to feel at ease. Much like swaddling can calm a
fussy baby and weighted vests or blankets can chill out an anxi-
ety-prone person, ThunderShirt’s jackets apply mild, constant
pressure to soothe the savage beast. A vet-approved, low-tech
alternative to meds, they’ll get your dog or cat into their carrier
with minimal fuss and make their time in transit less stressful as
well. ThunderShirt anxiety jackets for dogs and cats, from $40. 

5. Whistle Go Explore GPS tracker
There’s little more gutting than losing a pet, especially when

they take off in an unfamiliar place. Whistle’s Go Explore
tracker uses WiFi, cellular data and GPS to keep tabs on their
whereabouts, and it’s waterproof when submerged up to six
feet, so an impromptu jump in a lake shouldn’t put it out of
commission. Plus, the battery holds a charge for 20 days, so if
your cat or dog has been on the run for awhile, you should still
be able to find them. Just a few caveats: because the device
uses AT&T’s cellular network, it does require a monthly sub-
scription, and it won’t work outside of the US or in areas with-
out coverage. Go Explore GPS tracker, $130 plus monthly
subscription fees.

6. Saltsox dog boots
Dogs need protective footwear when streets and sidewalks

are strewn with a wintery mix of snow and salt, but they also
need it during those steamy summer months, because if it’s too
hot for you to be barefoot, it’s also too hot for your dog. These
boots from Saltsox will keep them covered year-round: with
breathable mesh uppers and a built-in radiant heat barrier in
the rubber sole, the Lavasox block out heat from pavement and
sidewalks, while the eponymous winter version offers a thin,
lightweight layer of defense against icy, salty walkways. Saltsox
dog boots, from $56.

7. Billy Wolf Dash travel bowl
Hydration is just as important for animals as it is for humans,

and Billy Wolf’s collapsible Dash bowl helps deliver their H2O no
matter the setting. The flexible canvas construction allows it to
fold down, snap closed and slip into tight spaces with ease, and
it’s suitable for dinner service as well, thanks to a waterproof

nylon lining and a food-safe paraffin wax exterior. It holds up to
three cups of puppy chow at one go, and it’s hand-washable, so
no worries about toting around any crumbs between meals.
Dash travel bowl, $32.

8. Cycle Dog dog-waste pickup bags
Cleaning up your pup’s messes isn’t the most glamorous part

of pet parenthood, but it’s an essential one nonetheless. To keep
things sustainable, look for an option like Cycle Dog’s
biodegradable waste pickup bags - made from corn- and
plant-based materials, they’ll break down in 10 to 45 days when
buried or composted in a controlled environment, but you can
also dispose of them via your local composting service if it han-
dles pet waste. Dog-waste pickup bags, $6.

9. DryFur pet carrier insert pads
The US Department of Transportation advises against feed-

ing your pets solid food in the six hours prior to a flight, instead
recommending a moderate amount of water and a walk before
and after boarding - but accidents happen, even if you’ve taken
every precaution. DryFur’s absorbent travel pads dry quickly,
wicking away moisture, with a rigid core that keeps them from
shifting and bunching under foot, and they fit most soft carrier
bags and some hard-sided kennels too. DryFur pet carrier in-
sert pads, $28 for two. —www.lonelyplanet.com

An anxiety jacket can help a jittery pup relax. Dogs’ feet need protection year round. Hydration is just as important for animals as it is for humans.

Keep tabs on your pet with a GPS tracker.


